EXTRACTION OF PARKING LOT STRUCTURE FROM AERIAL IMAGE IN URBAN AREAS
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Abstract. Many applications of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) in recent years have been used and the digital maps containing detailed information have been required. However, in the current technology, the digital maps including many geometric objects such as roads, buildings, road markings, parking lots, are generated manually and it requires much cost. Thus, to reduce the cost of generation of maps, this study aims to achieve automatic extraction of parking lot area from aerial images. Our contributions as follows: (1) we define a detailed geometric structure and appearance model of parking lot, and (2) we propose a method of parking lots extraction using both of parking space and vehicle detection. In an experiment using actual images, over half the number of vehicles were accurately detected, showing that successful detection is also possible in parking space extraction. We have shown that, despite the complexity of the images, a large number of parking lot areas can be extracted.
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1. Introduction. With the growth in various services that use Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) technology, digital maps have become increasingly important. These digital maps require positional accuracy, freshness (short updating cycles), and additional information. With regard to positional accuracy and freshness, there are studies on the extraction of buildings and roads from aerial images [1, 2, 16] and on the identification of objects to be updated by overlaying maps and aerial images and detecting differences [4]. There are many researches of automatic detection of additional information of digital map such as road signs or road markings other than geometric data concerning roads or buildings. For instance, there are studies on the extraction of road markings from aerial images [5], road sign extraction using on-vehicle cameras [7], or detection of landmarks such as convenience stores using omnidirectional cameras [8].

Surface object extraction from aerial images has long been studied, and various techniques such as region segmentation of geometric features and extraction of roads or buildings have been developed. As aerial images are suffering from buildings and their shadows, the automatic surface object’s recognition technique has been limited to rural and suburban area; however, in recent years, 3D information (DSM) with high levels of spatial resolution acquired with laser scanners has become available [15], and the study of road recognition in urban areas is also making progress [9].

As an alternative way, there have been many attempts at surface object recognition from on-vehicle camera images. For instance, road sign recognition has long existed [7]. On-vehicle cameras have a high resolution, enabling surface object recognition in the lateral direction, which cannot be captured in aerial images. On the other hand, recognition
is only possible of places where the vehicle has been driven and its operating costs are high. There is also a study on the surface object recognition for the extraction of these geometric features and additional information using the generalized object recognition [10], however, it is not sufficient performance levels. It requires the design of a specialized algorithm and image feature vector.

Furthermore, in addition to surface objects such as buildings and roads, the additional information required by advanced ITS/GIS services includes telegraph poles, streetlights, manholes, side strips, median strips, and bikeways, etc. Especially, the provision of those additional information such as traffic lights, pedestrian zones, wall and parking lot is an important task for automatic driving vehicle system. Currently automatic extraction and semi-automatic extraction of the additional information have been achieved. However, the generation costs are extremely high.

Thus, in this study we aim to extract the parking lot automatically that is one of the important objects.

In related work, S. Young et al. extracted parking lot areas using simple images processing to recognize parking space based on white lines [11]. In the case of the study, parking lot was detected by simple binarization and morphological filtering because each parking space had a thick white lines. [14] detected the lines of the parking space using low-level edge filtering. However, actual parking space has variable appearances such as thick lines, yellow lines and missing lines by degradation over time. Furthermore, there are many vehicles on the parking space. They and their shadows cause a missing of detection of the lines of parking space.

In order to solve the problem, in this paper we propose the following:

- We define and use a detailed geometric structure and appearance model of parking lot;
- We propose a method of parking lots extraction using both of parking space and vehicle detection.

The proposed method performs geometric and appearance modeling of parking lots, using that for the automatic extraction of parking structures. Parking spaces are extracted on the basis of white or yellow lines. In general, the road surface deteriorates substantially over time and the road appearance changes significantly due to shadows and blurring of the white lines. We use some appearance models of parking space for shadow casting and missing lines. Furthermore, since vehicles are often parked in the parking spaces, vehicle recognition results can be made use of successfully. After extracting parking spaces by using this information, the aforementioned parking lot geometric model is used to link parking spaces and group them into lines of consecutive parking spaces. In the experiment, parking lot areas are extracted using actual high-resolution aerial images, showing that a large number of parking lot areas can be accurately extracted with the proposed system.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines structure model of parking lot. In Section 3, the proposed system and image processing methods are described in detail. Section 4 shows the results of parking lot extraction for some actual aerial images. Concluding remarks and direction for future research are provided in Section 5.

2. Structure of Parking Lot. In this section, we define the geometric structure of the parking lot used in this study and the ideal model of its appearance.

2.1. Geometric model of parking lot. Figure 1 shows the geometric structure of the parking lot used in this study. It has the following features.
(A): One parking space has a width of $w_p$ and height of $h_p$. That is, its size in the parking lot is fixed.
(B): Parking columns consist of two or more laterally connected parking spaces.
(C): Parking rows consist of one or two parking columns. That is, if there are three or more rows of parking spaces, vehicles caught in the middle row lose their ability to move, and it is therefore the nature of parking lots to have a maximum of two parking rows.
(D): The maximum distance between parking columns is $D$. Let $h_p < D < 2h_p$. That is, the path for vehicles to drive in and out shall be at most two vehicles wide.
(E): The vertical and horizontal directions of a parking space form a right angle (90[deg]).
(F): Parking area $R_p$ is defined as the minimum rectangular area containing all parking columns and parking rows.

Parking lot paths are defined as complementary areas to the parking column and parking row areas.

2.2. Appearance model of parking lot. The appearance of a parking space is ideally illustrated as in Figure 2. That is, a parking space is taken to be an area of width $w_p$ and

![Figure 1. Geometric structure of parking area](image1)

![Figure 2. Appearance model of parking lot](image2)
height $h_p$ framed by yellow or white lines. As shown in Figure 2, a frame can be a full square (a), half open (b), or open on both sides (“double open”) (c).

The above is the ideal definition, but in fact, lines are sometimes blurred or there are vehicles or shadows of vehicles parked in front or behind parking spaces. The following section outlines how changes to the appearance caused by these factors are dealt with.

3. Proposed System.

3.1. Flowchart of system. Figure 3 shows the overall flowchart for the proposed parking area extraction system. First, RGB aerial images and DSM data are overlaid, and images are created where building areas have been removed (images with buildings removed). Second, vehicle or parking space candidates are extracted from the images with the buildings removed. In this step, vehicle and parking space candidates are also often detected in places outside parking areas, for instance, vehicles on local streets or white lines on roads. These misdetections are removed using the aforementioned relative positions of the vehicle and parking space candidates. That is, parking spaces are grouped on the basis of the geometric parking lot model outlined in Subsection 2.1.

3.2. Preprocessing. In pre-processing, building areas are removed. Using elevation data, building areas can be simply eliminated. For elevation data, a Digital Surface Model (DSM) is used. DSM data are high-resolution and high-precision range data extracted using a laser scanner. However, DSM data are based on height above sea level and do not indicate surface elevation. Therefore, it is difficult to extract buildings through simple threshold processing of DSM height data.

Therefore, in this study, we use Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data, which are surface elevation data. By subtracting DEM height from DSM height, elevation data can be obtained for buildings alone. As DEM has a low spatial resolution compared with DSM, pixel scales for DEM, DSM, and RGB aerial images are matched using pixel interpolation processing. Figure 4 shows the results of removing building areas from complex urban RGB aerial images. Figure 4(a) shows the DEM data, and Figure 4(b) shows the DSM.
Figure 4. Removal of building region

(a) Digital elevation model (DEM) (b) Digital surface model (DSM) (c) Results of removal

Figure 5. Training samples for car detection
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data for the same location. The white areas in Figure 4(c) indicate the results of the building area elimination. It is found that building areas alone have been successfully removed.

3.3. Detection of vehicles. Vehicles are often parked in parking spaces. In other words, if vehicles can be detected, the area can be considered as a parking space candidate. This subsection outlines the vehicle detection method. All vehicles photographed from the air have a similar appearance. Since the aerial images used in this study are of a fixed scale, all vehicle views are also virtually of the same size. Detection is therefore performed using a Haar-like detector and AdaBoost used in face recognition [12, 13].

That is, supervised learning is performed and a feature detector valid for vehicle detection is built, with classification being performed through AdaBoost. Building a Haar-like
detector requires numerous positive and negative samples. Figure 5(a) shows an example of positive samples, and Figure 5(b) an example of negative samples. Haar-like detection of vehicles leads to numerous detections in similar locations as shown in Figure 6(a), but multiple detections are avoided by linking results found close to each other (Figure 6(b)).

3.4. **Parking space detection.** We outline the detection method for parking space candidates. As parking spaces are of an even simpler form than vehicles, they are detected using template matching. In practical terms, we use templates as shown in Figures 7(a), 7(b), and 7(c), based on the appearance model outlined in Subsection 2.2, that is, a model of a white-lined or yellow-lined frame.

However, as shown in Figure 8, in the real environment, parking space lines sometimes disappear due to factors such as (a) shadows of the parking lot’s boundary fencing, (b) blurring of parking space lines due to deterioration over time, and (c) vehicles or vehicle shadows.

To achieve parking space detection that is resistant to this noise, template models as shown in Figures 7(d) and 7(e) were added. The template in Figure 7(d) is used to deal with the loss of data due to blurred parking space lines or wall or fencing shadows, and the template in Figure 7(e) is for dealing with the loss of parking lines due to vehicle shadows.

3.5. **Grouping.** Parking columns and parking rows are estimated on the basis of the numerous vehicle and parking space candidates extracted in Subsections 3.3 and 3.4. They are grouped according to the following procedures.
(1): Select the parking spaces to be processed. Group adjoining parking spaces. Adjoining in this context shall be where the distance between the centers of the parking spaces is \( w_p + \text{margin} \) or under (Figure 9(a)).

(2): Group parking spaces that are one parking space apart (Figure 9(b)). Furthermore, group the parking space in between as a new parking space (Figure 9(c)).

(3): Repeat (1) and (2) until there are no more updates.

Moreover, additional processing is performed to extract undetected parking spaces. First, create image analysis regions of a width of \( 5w_p \) on the left and right edges of the detected parking columns (Figure 9(d)). Within these regions, detect edges from differences in the luminance gradient in the images’ \( x \) direction.

Subsequently, generate a graph for the integrated number of the aforementioned edge locations in the \( y \) direction (Figure 9(e)). As the integrated edge value can be taken to have a peak in the parking spaces, and, the integrated edge value in the aforementioned graph is the peak, add locations over a certain threshold as new parking space candidates.

After making the addition, repeat steps (1) and (2). Repeat until there are no more updates in this series of processing actions. Next, group the parking columns in a vertical direction according to the following rules.

(A): Detect back-to-back parking columns. At times, a maximum of two parking columns are linked. Parking columns that are separated by \( h_p + \text{margin} \) are in a vertical direction. Then, search for back-to-back parking spaces within this group (Figure 9(f)).

(B): Detect parking columns separated by a path. Parking columns are separated by \( 2h_p + \text{margin} \) in the vertical direction.

Link parking columns and form parking rows through these processes. Lastly, rotate the images by 90[deg], repeat the processing in the same way, and extract the final parking lot areas.

4. Results. An extraction experiment using actual images was carried out to verify the validity of the proposed technique. Four images of Sapporo City Center were used (Urban1∼Urban4). Each image is a 2000 \( \times \) 2000 pixel, 8-bit RGB image depicting 0.4km in each direction. The spatial resolution is 20 cm/pixel, with geometric correction applied.
through simple ortho-rectification. DSM images with a spatial resolution of 1m of the same area were also used. \( w_p = 14 \) and \( h_p = 32 \) are used.

The following subsections outline, respectively, vehicle extraction results, parking space candidate extraction results, grouping results for parking columns and parking rows, and the ultimate parking structure extraction results.

4.1. **Vehicle detection.** Vehicles were detected using a Haar-like detector and AdaBoost. As positive samples, 2520 images cut to a size of 14 \( \times \) 32 pixels were used, and 4800 images cut down to the same size were used as negative samples. Figure 10 shows the detection results. Figure 10(a) shows the results for a sparsely occupied parking lot, and Figure 10(b) for a parking lot that is densely occupied and has a large building shadow projected onto it.

It was found that detection was difficult for vehicles with low luminance values due to the shadow, as well as for black cars even when exposed to the sun. Table 1 shows the vehicle detection rates. These detection results include all vehicles outside of parking lots. Correct detections were visually confirmed. The results show that approximately 67\% of vehicles were detected.

4.2. **Parking space detection.** We outline parking space detection results using parking space template matching. For the template, a 15 \( \times \) 28 pixel image as shown in Figure 7...
was used. Normalized cross-correlation (NCC) was used for matching. Figure 11 shows a detection result example. Figure 11(a) shows a comparatively simple case without any shadows on the parking spaces, whereas Figure 11(b) represents a complex case with vehicle and wall shadows and blurred parking lines. It was found that notwithstanding the existence of vehicle shadows, parking spaces were detected with a comparatively good result through the use of multiple templates. Table 2 lists the extraction rates. The results show that approximately 30% of the parking spaces were detected. Note that the “all space” category includes all cases where a vehicle exists.
Table 2. Results of parking space detection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>#correct</th>
<th>#all space</th>
<th>detection [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urban1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>23.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>26.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban3</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>48.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>16.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>30.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12. Parking area detection

4.3. Parking region detection. Figure 12 shows an example of results for estimating parking columns and parking rows from the detected vehicles and parking spaces, and for extracting a parking space detection lot area that encompasses both parking columns and rows.

The white boxes in Figure 12(a) indicate parking spaces that have been added due to the edge integration as outlined in Subsection 3.5. In Figure 12(b), the parking lot area
Figure 13 shows other extraction results. Black boxes show the extraction results of parking space and dotted area shows the extracted parking space. Figure 13(a) shows a sparsely occupied parking lot that is well exposed to the sun, for which parking spaces were successfully extracted and the parking lot area could also be estimated. Figure 13(b) shows a small parking lot backing onto a building, which was also successfully extracted. The parking lot in Figure 13(c) had a large shadow from a building projected onto it. Recognition accuracy was low for parking spaces and vehicles located in the shade, but as the parking column in the vertical direction on the left side was extracted, the parking lot area was successfully extracted. Figure 13(d) shows a case where a parking lot adjoins a road.

Many vehicles were extracted, but as the pedestrian crossing in the top right corner was mistakenly recognized as a parking space, over-detection of the parking lot area took place. Figure 14 shows the overall extraction results for parking lot areas in white box estimated after grouping is indicated with a dotted box. Figure 12(b) combines the results obtained upon rotating the image by 90[deg] after having acquired the results in Figure 12(a), and it is found that parking spaces can be accurately detected in the horizontal direction.
for images Urban1~Urban4. Despite the complex urban environment and the existence of many obstacles such as shadows, it was found that a large number of parking lot areas could be extracted. 22 parking areas were detected and 21 parking areas could be extracted correctly (correctness is 95%).

5. **Conclusion.** We proposed a system for the automatic extraction of urban parking lot structures from aerial images. First, geometric and appearance models for parking lots were defined. Second, after extracting vehicles and parking spaces through pattern matching, grouping was applied to the relative positions following the rules of the geometric model for parking lots.

An experiment with actual images found that over half of the number of vehicles was accurately detected and that parking spaces were also successfully detected. Despite the complexity of the images, a large number of parking lot areas could be extracted.

FIGURE 14. Overall parking area detection
Issues for the future are shadow-resistant vehicle detection and an improved detection rate of parking spaces. Furthermore, apart from rectangular parking lot areas, we aim to estimate a wider variety of parking lot areas.
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